
ENGLISH – STD X : Assignment 8 

Subject Teacher – Nandana Mukherjee         

A) Do as directed --- 

1. Everyone knows that Ram is brave. (Begin : There is no one …..) 

2.  Kusum is not as intelligent as her brother Kabir. (Comparative) 

3. I am sorry I am unable to accompany you. (Rewrite using regret) 

4. Arun is fat, yet he runs fast. (Begin Inspite ….) 

5. The robber _____ the house in the middle of the night. (Phrasal verb) 

6. The old man _____ in his sleep. (Phrasal verb) 

7. The river Ganga _____ (has) its origin in the Himalayas. (Correct Form) 

8. The joys and sorrows of life ______ (weave) together. (Correct form) 

9. David _____ (exercise) regularly when he was in college. (Correct form) 

10. Printed _____ the poster in large, broad letters was the word “Wanted”. (Prepositions) 

11. We must refrain _____ stealing. (Prepositions) 

12. The lady said, ‘Don`t play with fire’ (Indirect speech) 

13. Rosy is having mangoes. (Voice change) 

14. Smoking causes ill health. (Complex sentence) 

15. Lock the gate. (Voice change) 

16. If you study, you will surely do well. (Compound Sentence) 

17. The teacher taught, “The sun rises in the east” (Indirect Speech) 

18. The teacher lives in Ballygunge. (Form a question tag) 

19. The school will not reopen  now. ( Form a “Wh” question) 

20. _____ committee found _____ easy solution. (articles) 

 

B) Write a newspaper report based on the following points. 
Place : Dunlop Super Market Baranagar 
Date : May 02, 2020 Afternoon 
Event : Mr Ravinder Singh, businessman taken up by health officers suspected COVID; 
whole of market ceased for 10 days. May 13 Mr. Singh released – no COVID at all – market 
reopens on May 14,2020 – Businessmen furious. 
 
 
 
 



 

STD- X • GEOGRAPHY • SET-8  

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS  

 What type of climatic region do we categorize India into ?  
 Which sector of economy is affected by Monsoon ? 
 What type of rainfall do we categorize monsoons into ? 
 Name the state where monsoon strikes the first  
 What is the other word for the onset of monsoon ? 
 Mention the date of the onset of monsoon  
 What is the cause of the winter rainfall in northern India ? 
 What is western disturbance ? 
 From which region is western disturbance getting influenced by ? 
 Name the areas which are affected by western disturbance  
 Name the regions which experience winter rainfall  
 Name the wind which brings winter rainfall  
 Name the coast where the retreating monsoon strikes  
 How many seasons are noted in India ? 
 What is the period for summer season?  
 Name the months of rainy season  
 Where does the winter monsoon set ? 
 Name the two branches of monsoon  
 Which jet wind influences the climate of India during winter ?  
 From which coast El Nino originates ?  
 Which climatic effects does El Nino bring ? 
 What does the word El Nino mean?  
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Assignment   VIII 
Class  :  X 

Subject  :  Life  Science 
 

1. Fill  in the  blanks  :   
i)-------------  stomata  are  seen  in  cactus  plant . 
ii)  Air sacs  are  connected  to  -----------   in  birds . 
iii)  Sundri  plants  grow  in ------------     --------   soil  . 
iv)   Camel  possesses  ------------   at  the  back  of  its  body  . 
v)  -----------    -------    are  present  on  the  surface  of  leaves  in  sundri . 
vi)  ------     ------------  is  present  in  the  anterior  chamber  of  swim bladder  in  rohu fish . 
vii)  The  RBC  of  camel  is  ----------   shaped  . 
viii)  -----------    dance  in  honey bees   appears  in  the  form  of  figure  ` 8 ‘  . 
ix)  Swim bladder  is  present  in  -------  fishes . 
x)  The  modified , flattened  stem  of  cactus  goes  by  the  name  -------------- . 
xi)  Retia  mirabilia  is  a  net work  of  ------      ----------  present  in  swim bladder  of  rohu  . 
xii)  ----------  is  the  scientific  study  of  animal  behaviour . 
xiii)  Water sacs  are  present in  the   -------------  of  camel  . 
xiv)  Camel   excretes  ----------------  urine  . 
xv)   RBC   protects  camel  from   --------------  . 
 
2. Answer  in  a  word (s ) / sentence   : 
i)What  is  the  function  of  retia  mirabilia  in rohu fish  ? 
ii)  State  one  function  of  air  sacs  in  bird  . 
iii)  What  is  the  function  of  pneumatophore  in  sundri  ? 
iv)  By  which  process  does  camel  get  water  from  stored  fat  ? 
v)  Which  type  of  honey bee  in  a  hive  does  exhibit  dance movement  ? 
vi)  What  is  the  purpose  of  showing  bee  dance  ? 
vii)  Which  type  of  geotropic  movement  is  seen  in  pneumatophore  ? 
viii)  What  does  chimpanzee  feed  on  ? 
ix)   Which  organ  of  cactus  gets  modified  into  spine  ? 
x)  What  is  the  function  of  red gland  in  bony  fishes  ? 

                                      ------------------------------- 
 
Lesson  :    ADAPTATION 
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SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL (H.S) 

CLASS-X 

ASSIGNMENT-8 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE 

1. State Dobereiner's law of triad.  

2. What are the factors on which ionization energy depends?  

3. Define electron affinity.  

4. Name a covalent compound that is readily soluble in water and give its formula.  

5. What type of bond exists between two elements of comparable electronegativities?  

6. Two elements Q and S combine to form an ionic compound QS. Is QS likely to be a solid, liquid or 
gas at ordinary temperature.  

7. Give an example of non-metallic cation.  

8.What is electrolytic dissociation?  

9. What is nitrolim? How it is prepared?  

10. Write the chemical reaction for catalytic oxidation of ammonia.  

11. What happens when hydrogen sulphide is passed through aqueous solution of copper sulphate ?  

12. Mention one physical property of ammonia regarding solubility. 

13. What is nuclear fission? 

14. Define half life. 

15. Why nuclear fission is called thermonuclear reaction? 

16. What is the function of moderator? 

17.  What is the range of wavelength of visible electromagnetic wave? 

18. Which radiation is used for satellite communications? 

19. Which substance is used as the moderator in nuclear reactor? 

20. Express Mev in terms of joule. 

21. State right hand grasp rule. 

22. Explain the statement “emf of a cell is 1.5 volt” 

23 . Write down the difference between emf and potential difference of a cell. 

24. Explain the advantages of a.c over d.c. 

25. What is radioactive chain? 

 



 

 
 


